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Human Experience of God - Denis Edwards 1983
Departing from human experience the book deals with the theological underpinnings of religious
experience, then draws practical conclusions or implications for the spiritual life.
Gracious Prophetic Reflections – The Mind of God - Prophet Maseke Daniels
The Gracious Prophetic Reflections are 365 days’ reflections into the mind of God for a full year. Gracious
Prophetic Reflections are reflections from the mouth of a prophet. The scriptures in 2 Chronicles 20:20
Amplified Bible, Classic Edition 20 And they rose early in the morning and went out into the Wilderness of
Tekoa; and as they went out, Jehoshaphat stood and said, Hear me, O Judah, and you inhabitants of
Jerusalem! Believe in the Lord your God and you shall be established; believe and remain steadfast to His
prophets and you shall prosper. As you read through these gracious reflections from the mouth of a
prophet, the Lord will propel you and your day to new heights of success in God in Jesus name, Amen
Prophet Maseke Daniels President and Founder, Grace Dimension Ministry International
Powerful Moments in the Presence of God - Lorraine Marie Varela 2015-09-01
A Beautiful Treasury of Inspiring Devotional Thoughts This beautiful devotional gift book is for readers who
want to experience God's presence in a new and exciting way. With amazing testimonies, inspirational
messages, and four-color photographs taken by the author, this book encourages readers to see God's
power at work in the lives of everyday people. The devotional messages take only moments to read, but are
packed with biblical promise and perspective. Along with a message of faith and trust in a miracle-working
God, each day's spread also includes a related Scripture that points to timeless truth--and inspires readers
to expect their own supernatural encounters with God.
Igniting Revival Fire Everyday - Todd Smith 2020-10-20
Featuring powerful, Holy Spirit-filled entries by Top Revival Leaders, including: Randy Clark - John and
Carol Arnott - Dr. Michael L. Brown - James W. Goll - Pastor John Kilpatrick - David Hogan - Ward Simpson
Let your heart be ignited afresh for Awakening by some of the worlds top voices of revival! The nations are
in an uproar. It seems like daily the world is plunging deeper and deeper into sin, crisis, and turmoil.
Maybe this picture describes your life. Maybe youre feeling discouraged, hopeless, or just longing for
something more in your life and something fresh in your walk with God. Be encouraged and lift up your
head. Revival is at hand! Both the Bible and history remind us that some of the worlds darkest moments
were divine setups for ground-shaking Holy Spirit outpourings. In this one-of-a-kind devotional, Pastor Todd
Smith of the North Georgia Revival and pastor of Christ Fellowship Dawsonville, GA has assembled
together leaders from many streamsboth the generals of revival and those whose names you may not know
yet, but they are on the frontlines of global moves of God. Every entry will stir your faith to believe that you
too can experience the fresh fire of revival in your life because each author writes from the place of
authority. Theyve seen God move powerfully and want you to know that its possible for you to experience
Him too! Featuring 70 powerful and inspirational mini-chapters, Igniting Revival Fire Everyday will surely
ignite your heart daily to go deeper in your relationship with God, usher you into fresh encounters with the
Holy Spirit, and radically inspire your faith to believe that revival is possible. In your city and nation. In
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your household and workplace. In your family, marriage, and among your children. In your own heart and
walk with God!
Life in the Presence of God - Kenneth Boa 2017-11-07
It's hard to discern God's presence amid the hubbub of modern life. But experiencing God is not just for the
super-spiritual—every Christian can learn to cultivate a greater awareness of God in the everyday. Sharing
dozens of practical exercises and disciplines, Ken Boa offers a contemporary guide to practicing the
presence of God, revealing how we can deepen our walk with God and abide in his presence.
Every Day in His Presence - Charles Stanley 2014-11-11
Spend every day abiding in the presence of our Lord. Living in today’s world can be challenging as well as
draining. Our fast pace of life, coupled with constant demands to do more, get more, and be more, makes
being still and living more deliberately in His presence seem unattainable. But God tells us that, while the
cares of the world seem pressing now, we are not alone—we have lasting hope and peace in Him. This
brand-new devotional by Charles Stanley invites readers to step into the presence of an eternal God who is
bidding them to find serenity and security in Him. With topics addressing all walks and phases of life, 365
devotions include a scripture, a meaningful application, a short prayer, and an “In His Presence” takeaway
for thought. This book provides a wonderful way to experience His presence and stay focused on His
promises every day of the year. Beautiful package makes the devotional great for gift giving or personal
use. Trim Size: 5.5 x 8
In the Potter's Workshop - Robert P. Vande Kappelle 2019-03-08
When you think of God, what images come to mind? Do you see God in others? Do you acknowledge God’s
presence in each circumstance and situation of your everyday life, no matter how trivial? How you conceive
God determines how you experience God. As contemporary author Frederick Buechner advises, “Listen to
your life. Listen to what happens to you, because it is through what happens to you that God speaks.” While
spiritual life of some kind is necessary for psychological health, psychotherapist Thomas Moore indicates in
Care of the Soul that excessive or ungrounded spirituality can be dangerous, leading to compulsive and
even violent behavior. It is better for religious seekers to embrace a religious practice that has been tested
and refined over time than to experiment solo or by joining some exotic new sect. In this book, Dr. Vande
Kappelle explores the richness of Catholic and Protestant spiritual traditions and the power of intuition and
imagination to chart an approach to the sacred that is simple, practical, and effective. Holistic religion
requires three elements in creative tension: a historical or institutional element, a mystical or emotional
element, and an intellectual or scientific element. If you want to know what this means and how it is
accomplished, read this book. Designed as a study guide for group or individual use, In the Potter’s
Workshop will challenge and inspire you to experience God in ways that are sustainable and transformative.
New Testament Theology - Thomas R. Schreiner 2008-06
This comprehensive survey of New Testament theology is arranged thematically and includes careful
exegesis of key passages.
Love Lifted Me - Compiled by Barbour Staff 2014-04-01
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The lyrics from James Rowe’s beloved hymn "Love Lifted Me" inspire this encouraging title. Overflowing
with thoughtful devotions, prayers, memorable quotations, and Bible promises, you’ll find the blessings,
encouragment, joy, and comfort your heart truly desires.
The One Year Experiencing God's Presence Devotional - Chris Tiegreen 2011-09-28
This year, experience a closer relationship with God than ever before. All of us long for God’s presence, and
we sense it—occasionally. But there are times when it seems like something’s missing . . . deep encounters
with him, certainty that we have heard his voice, and a palpable experience of his presence every day. Like
no other writer can, Chris Tiegreen draws us deeper into real intimacy with our intensely relational God.
This deluxe LeatherLike edition of The One Year Experiencing God’s Presence Devotional will cultivate your
sense of God’s presence in your life, help you learn to recognize his voice, and deepen your trust that he is
“always ready to help” (Psalm 46:1, NLT) in every situation.
Fresh Air - Chris Hodges 2012-09-04
We’ve all gone through times in our lives when we feel like we need a fresh breeze to breathe new life into
us. But what is that energy-giving, life-breathing force that inspires and empowers us? How do we put the
wind in our sails again, so we can get unstuck, reset our compass, and redirect our course? In Fresh Air,
New York Times bestselling author Chris Hodges reveals how breath—the breath of God—is the essence of
life as it’s meant to be. Fueled by the breath of God, we are not only refreshed in spirit ourselves; we have
the power to create a life-giving environment of freedom and joyful purpose around us. Bold and
encouraging, Fresh Air offers “breathing lessons” for those who long for a cool breeze to resuscitate their
spirit, bring them closer to God, and make them enthusiastic, contagious life-breathers to those around
them.
The Prayer God Loves to Answer - Don Nori 2006
The Unseen World of the Holy Spirit - Frank Bailey 2011-07-28
"And they were all filled with the Holy Ghost…" (Acts 2:4).You can begin to experience God's supernatural
power through this biblically sound and personally profound book. It will guide you to spiritual interaction
with your heavenly Father.As author Frank Bailey unveils The Unseen World of the Holy Spirit, you will:
Walk behind the veil of religious traditions. Live in His presence with peace and confidence. Accept God's
anointing with joy. Welcome the Holy Spirit with open arms. People from all walks of life are experiencing
God in incredibly personal ways - just like the men and women in the Bible. You can too!
Living Liturgy - Joyce Ann Zimmerman 2010-05-27
Living Liturgy
For the Love of God - Todd Outcalt 2013-09-03
Each heartfelt story offers an integration of personal faith and daily life. Readers will discover relatable
insights from some of the best-known personalities in the church today, as well as stories about some of the
largest churches in America. There are dozens of poignant stories from "regular" folk—mothers and fathers,
young and elderly, the infirm, the well, even prisoners who served their time and are now serving God. No
matter the path or recollection, the perspective, or the take-away, each richly told tale confirms that God
has a plan for us all and that you can count on His love forever. There's the powerful story of a family
whose daughter's writing assignment about a cancer-stricken tennis player foreshadows a frightening yet
hopeful future. There's Stella the former felon who shows up on the church steps one day with a surprise
for the preacher's wife. There's the autistic child who receives his First Communion with the loving support
of the church community pouring into his family. The woman who awakens post surgery to meet a
mysterious yet attentive male nurse with the nametag Chris, yet no one at the hospital has ever heard of
him. The schoolteacher whose children keep drawing Thanksgiving turkeys with striped socks and the
hidden message she finally opens herself to receiving. Page after page, For the Love of God offers readers
encouragement and hope, and a chance to live a deeper, more faith-filled Christian life. Finding God in
stories from others . . . sharing a ministry of hope with people from all walks of life . . . these are the
ultimate blessings of For the Love of God.
Living Loved - Peter M. Wallace 2007-07
A devotional book of meditations based on specific verses or passages from the Gospel of John. It uses the
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highly acclaimed and popular translation, The Message, by Eugene Peterson. Consisting of short and very
accessible meditations, the author Peter Wallace approaches Jesus through the eyes of the disciple whom
Jesus loved. From this perspective, readers can begin to see themselves in John's place as the beloved one,
and, as a result, take up the responsibilities of discipleship in a world that needs Jesus' loving touch.
Reimagining Spirit - Grace Ji-Sun Kim 2019-11-19
The Spirit presents itself to many as an enigma. Its existence is mysterious and complex, generating
misunderstandings and unawareness of its true purpose. The Spirit's ambiguous nature opens the
opportunity for study to unearth the exciting truths that it holds. The Spirit is present in our world in
various forms. This book aims to examine the Spirit as experienced in light, wind, breath, and vibration to
help us uncover some of its aspects that invite us to work for climate justice, racial justice, and gender
justice. The Holy Spirit has always been a mover and shaker of ideas and action. The Spirit's presence
moves, stirs, and changes us to become aware of the social ills in our world. The different ways in which we
reimagine the Holy Spirit can challenge some traditional assumptions in Christianity and provide a
liberative vision that allows us to work for social justice. The work of the Holy Spirit stirs us to work toward
new kinships with God that are sustainable, just, and whole.
Breathe Only Love - John M. Coles 2016-11-28
Have you found your pathway to being in Gods presence? There are many pathways, but the main idea is
for God to find us, not for us to find him. When he comes, as you can imagine, it is a wonderful, wonderful
experience. However, so many of us are unknowingly hiding, if not running away, from his presence. Ours
is truly a fearsome God when the only focus of our attentions is upon ourselves. This book is just one of
many paths to his presence, and it starts in a place where many of us find ourselves in todays modern
worldstressed out. From his many years of experience as a college psychotherapist, John Coles explores his
journey in hopes that it can aid others in their pathways to Gods presence. He explores the following: The
everyday challenges to living a life of love and thus a life with God The scriptures for using psychology to
become like the lilies of the field The difficulty in the decision for changing ones pattern of living The
thought patterns needed to be adopted for a Christian and loving life The simple prayer solution that is
shown in scripture and psychology The simple way to optimize the chances for God to make his presence
felt
Everyday Matters Bible for Women - Hendrickson Publishers 2022-05-03
Today’s Christian woman is so busy handling the challenges of day-to-day life that spending time in the
Word can easily become yet another “should” buried in that growing list of daily “musts.” Created in
partnership with Christianity Today’s women’s magazine, the Everyday Matters Bible for Women is
designed to help women develop spiritual practices that will make their lives richer, not harder. It offers
practical encouragement and tools to renew, reinvigorate, and restore meaning to everyday life. This Bible
features 24 disciplines—or practices—that position us to receive power and strength to do those things that
we cannot possibly do on our own and make everyday life fuller and deeper. Each discipline is represented
by a colorful icon whose illustration is a reminder of its meaning. The contemporary language of the New
Living Translation combines with content from today’s foremost Christian leaders to help readers
understand and apply spiritual discipline. Every discipline is explored in four ways: Everyday Matters: Twopage articles introduce major themes and focus on an essential part of understanding and practicing a
discipline. Everyday Profiles: Profiles of 25 biblical women highlight a particular discipline. Everyday Q &
A’s: Short articles delve into a difficult aspect of the spiritual practice and offer practical help on
incorporating the discipline into your daily life. Everyday Reflections: Selections illustrate ways to
personalize and apply God’s Word to your own situation. More than 300 articles and features by more than
140 of today’s most well-known Christian leaders and writers, including Kay Warren, Priscilla Shirer, Elisa
Morgan, Nancy & John Ortberg, Richard Foster, Liz Curtis Higgs, and Lauren Winner. Features: Book
introductions Color-coded icons identify each spiritual discipline addressed in contributors’ material Article,
“How to Use This Bible in a Small Group Study” Index of spiritual practices Resources for further reading
Enjoy having overviews and articles on 24 key spiritual practices that renew meaning in everyday life,
including prayer, forgiveness, worship, and more! Perfect for individuals, group use, and gifts!
Living in His Presence - Richard Booker 2008-03-01
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Adventures in Spirituality - Robert P. Vande Kappelle 2020-02-17
Contrary to popular culture, the goal of life is not happiness, but meaning. Those who seek happiness by
trying to avoid or finesse conflict, suffering, doubt, and change will find life increasingly superficial. Feeling
good is a flawed measure of life, but living meaningfully is transformative, for then one is living a
developmental rather than a regressive agenda. The ego does whatever it can to make itself comfortable,
whereas spirituality is about wholeness. Adventures in Spirituality represents the culmination of Dr. Vande
Kappelle’s forty-year teaching career, incorporating in one volume his views on topics as varied as
theology, Christology, biblical interpretation, spirituality, ethics, world religions, religion and science, faith
and reason, and church history. Reared in Costa Rica, the son of missionary parents, Dr. Vande Kappelle
describes his journey from belief to faith as a transition from precritical to postcritical understanding, from
evangelical Christianity to what he calls “alternative orthodoxy.” Narrating the shift from first- to secondhalf-of-life experience, he introduces readers to core principles that shaped his values, thinking, and way of
life. Useful for individual or group study, Adventures in Spirituality encourages readers to take risks with
their lives and faith, affirming that this is how one grows spiritually.
Love's Transcendence and the Problem of Theodicy - Claudia Welz 2008
"Claudia Weltz explores responses to the problem of evil that do not end up in a theodicy. Kierkegaard's
and Rosenzweig's reasons for having no reason to defend God and their ethics of love are discussed in the
context of German idealism and French phenomenology."--BOOK JACKET.
A Lily Among the Thorns - Miguel A. De La Torre 2007-07-20
A new way for Christians to think about sexuality Author Miguel De La Torre, a well-respected ethicist and
professorknown for his innovative readings of Christian doctrine, rejectsboth the liberal and conservative
prejudices about sex. He insteaddevelops an ethic that is liberative yet grounded soundly in theBible; a
sexuality that celebrates God’s gift of great sex byfostering intimacy, vulnerability and openness between
lovingpartners. In A Lily Among the Thorns, De La Torre examines theBible, current events, history and our
culture-at-large to show howand why racism, sexism, and classism have distortedChristianity’s central
teachings about sexuality. The authorshows how the church’s traditionally negative attitudestoward sex in
general—and toward women, people of color, andgays in particular—have made it difficult, if not
impossible,to create a biblically based and just sexual ethic. But when theBible is read from the viewpoint
of those who have beenmarginalized in our society, preconceived notions aboutChristianity and sex get
turned on their heads. Taking onhot-button topics such as pornography, homosexuality, prostitution,and
celibacy, the author examines how “reading from themargins” provides a liberating approach to dealing
withissues of sexuality.
Practicing God's Presence - Robert Elmer 2014-03-24
For centuries, the sayings of Brother Lawrence, a seventeenth-century monk, have shown believers how to
follow and live like Christ. Now a new generation can discover the joy of practicing the presence of God
with this updated version.
Deeply Loved - Keri Wyatt Kent 2012
Provides a forty-day plan for embracing the love of Jesus through gospel stories, personal stories, and
reflection.
Tour of Life - Jeff Wright 2010-09-01
Tour of Life is an interactive learning experience designed to prepare youth for baptism or confirmation.
During Tour of Life, candidates for baptism or confirmation are paired with a mentor and led as a group on
a journey through the seasons of life. In a variety of settings-a hospital's birthing center, a school
classroom, a funeral home, and more-youth and mentors explore connections between the church's truths
and their everyday experiences. Through this journey, participants are drawn into a deeper faith as they
experience God's hand at work in all stages of their lives.
Experiencing God's Presence - Linda Evans Shepherd 2013-09-15
From the award-winning author of When You Don't Know What to Pray comes a bold and life-transforming
book that will help readers develop a vibrant relationship with God. Linda Evans Shepherd tells readers
that a fulfilling prayer life is more than just regularly talking to God or checking items off a prayer list. God
loves us so much that he wants us to draw close enough not only to talk but also to listen. Shepherd shows
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readers how to develop a dialogue with God, continually seeking him out and seeing him at work in our
lives. Steeped in Scripture and personal stories of answered prayer, this book also includes sample prayers
and action steps for readers to put into practice immediately.
Growing a Courageous Heart - Wendy J. Mahill 2009-05
Growing a Courageous Heart is a Christ-centered curriculum for women in recovery for all types of eating
disorders. It provides clear definitions of eating disorders and explores the physical damage they cause,
their protective denial systems, their root causes, and their cognitive processes. It also explores, emotional,
relational and spiritual damage caused by eating disorders and provides practical tools for overcoming
them. The curriculum could be used in support groups or in one-one therapy sessions. Even those who
struggle with disordered eating patterns and body image problems would also benefit from studying this
material. This curriculum will help eating disorder survivors grow in their relationship with God and with
others as they courageously face fears concerning food, relationships, life, and body image. It'll help
remove the shame of having eating disorders as women learn to depend on God for healing in this area of
their lives. "Growing a Courageous Heart is packed with incredible material to assist those suffering with
disordered eating. Wendy addresses the physical, emotional, cognitive, and spiritual struggles that people
face daily. While Growing a Courageous Heart is user friendly, it addresses the deeper complexities unique
to eating disorders. Many of my clients have successfully worked through the book, some individually and
others in a group setting. I highly recommend Wendy's book for those needing help to overcome disordered
eating patterns." Nancy Keller, MFT "Wendy Mahill has created another great tool for healing. Just like
Growing A Passionate Heart for sexual abuse, Growing A Courageous Heart for eating disorders is
thorough, grace-filled, and a giant step on the road to healing and living free." Steve Arterburn Founder
and Chairman of New Life Ministries Founder of the Women of Faith(R) Conferences
The Presence - Alec Rowlands 2014
Have you settled for far less of God than He wants to reveal? Do you feel close to God in your everyday life .
. . or does He too often seem distant and silent? Maybe, like many Christians, you live somewhere between
those two extremes. You occasionally sense God's presence, but at other times feel as if He's a million miles
away. The wonder of closeness with God is available to you here and now. In The Presence, Alec Rowlands
reveals the ways God makes His presence known, how you can prepare for it, and how experiencing it will
transform everything. As you draw near to God—as you are consumed by His love and your life is
rearranged by His grace—you'll find fulfillment, purpose, and an unmatched sense of adventure. If you're
feeling a hunger for more of God, you are already on your way to discovering: He is good. He is powerful.
He is here.
Every Breath We Take - Terry Wardle 2015-07-07
Christians are desperate for intimacy with the Lord. While grateful for all he has done, we long to
encounter his presence in our daily lives. Amazingly, God desires the same relationship with us, and he has
made it possible for us to live in his presence, love, and generosity with every breath we take. This book is
designed to help you experience intimacy with God in your daily life. It presents a simple, yet effective,
spiritual practice that raises awareness of the abiding presence of the Lord in what has been called "the
sacrament of the present moment." Every Breath We Take will give you a deeper understanding of God's
presence, love, and generosity, and provide you with a pathway to encounter him in deep and transforming
moment-by-moment encounters.
Living in Christ's Presence - Dallas Willard 2013-12-26
Dallas Willard explores what it means to live well now in light of God's kingdom. This book is adapted from
the talks given at the February 2013 Dallas Willard Center "Knowing Christ Today" conference. Each
chapter is followed with an illuminating dialogue between Dallas Willard and John Ortberg.
Practicing the Presence of the Living God - Jean Maalouf 2011-07-13
This book Practicing the Presence of the Living God intends to be a guide for a spiritual journey. It can be
used in a retreat center, at home, or at work when you are able to secure a few moments of quiet solitude
and silence. It is structured around seven days - the number of days normally used for a spiritual retreat.
However, the seven days can be reduced to a weekend if this is all the time you can afford. It can also be
spread to a much longer time if your circumstances do not allow you to have this amount of hours at the
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same time. All that you need it your total self. God is totally present to you and you should be totally
present to God also. It is based on Brother Lawrence of the Resurrection's little book The Practice of the
Presence of God. The content of Brother Lawrence's book encompasses a lifelong application that is life
changing. Its message is transformative in its utmost clarity and simplicity because it reveals the heart and
soul of everyone's life purpose and work - to live joyfully in the presence of God no matter what our
circumstances are. In his book Brother Lawrence reveals a very ordinary life that most of us would not
really desire and yet as he fulfilled his everyday duties in the midst of the most mundane and tedious tasks,
he learned to live the happiest and most rewarding life. With his gracious humility, "he thought...only of
doing little things for the love of God, since he was not capable to doing great things." Indeed, he modeled a
life lived in the glory of God's love, peace, and joy. No wonder his book was called a "little spiritual classic,"
a "devotional masterpiece," an "unparalleled classic," and a book "relevant and timeless." Jean Maalouf in
his thorough knowledge of Brother Lawrence's teachings becomes an exceptional guide for a retreat with
Brother Lawrence.
The Practice of the Presence of God (操練神的同在) - Brother Lawrence 2011-10-15
The Practice of the Presence of God is a wonderful text, compiled by Father Joseph de Beaufort, of the
teachings of Brother Lawrence (born Nicholas Herman), a Carmelite Monk. The beautiful compilation
includes letters, as well as records of his conversations kept by Brother Lawrence's interlocutors.
Being Still With God Every Day - Henry Blackaby 2014-06-03
God has a plan for your life. Make sure you seek to discover it daily! In the hustle and bustle of each day,
it’s difficult to remember that God has an ultimate plan for our lives. Featuring devotions and scriptures
from each book of the Bible, Being Still with God Every Day by Drs. Henry and Richard Blackaby will help
readers intentionally seek the interactions God has with them on a daily basis. In this 366-day devotional,
the Blackabys glean what God’s Word says about Him and how He wants us to live. From Genesis to
Revelation, God reveals His plans for our lives. Each day features a scripture and a short, meaningful
devotion to set minds and hearts on practical, godly living every day of the year. Previously published as
Discovering God’s Daily Agenda.
Live Loved - Max Lucado 2011-05-01
Imagine how your life would change if you were sure God loves you! Using the same popular format as
Grace for the Moment, Live Loved brings fresh, new devotionals based on the writings of Max Lucado.
Included is a broad range of topics such as facing your fears, accepting His grace, and truly knowing God’s
omnipresent love. Each devotional is accompanied by an ending prayer to nurture a stronger prayer life for
new believers, as well as long-standing Christ followers. It’s a new devotional from one of America's leading
Christian writers that will help men and women experience life from a whole new perspective.
Live Loved - Max Lucado 2011-05-03
Imagine how your life would change if you were sure God loves you! Using the same popular format as
Grace for the Moment, Live Loved brings fresh, new devotionals based on the writings of Max Lucado.
Included is a broad range of topics such as facing your fears, accepting His grace, and truly knowing God’s
omnipresent love. Each devotional is accompanied by an ending prayer to nurture a stronger prayer life for
new believers, as well as long-standing Christ followers. It’s a new devotional from one of America's leading
Christian writers that will help men and women experience life from a whole new perspective.
Feasting on the Word: Year C, Volume 2 - David L. Bartlett 2009-10-12
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With this new lectionary commentary series, Westminster John Knox offers the most extensive resource for
preaching on the market today. When complete, the twelve volumes of the series will cover all the Sundays
in the three-year lectionary cycle, along with movable occasions, such as Christmas Day, Epiphany, Holy
Week, and All Saints' Day. For each lectionary text, preachers will find four brief essays--one each on the
theological, pastoral, exegetical, and homiletical challenges of the text. This gives preachers sixteen
different approaches to the proclaimation of the Word on any given occasion. The editors and contributors
to this series are world-class scholars, pastors, and writers representing a variety of denominations and
traditions. And while the twelve volumes of the series will follow the pattern of the Revised Common
Lectionary, each volume will contain an index of biblical passages so that nonlectionary preachers, as well
as teachers and students, may make use of its contents.
And So It Is - Sheri A. Sutton 2013-02
Where is God in today's world? No matter where you are in your faith or your life, And So It Is gives you an
opportunity to develop and strengthen your relationship with God through the relevance of Scripture, as it
applies to everyday experiences. The daily devotionals presented inside capture in a few words a topic for
reflection and meditation that allows you the opportunity to discover God within your own life
circumstances. You will be taken through the Bible from Genesis to Revelation as each day highlights a
verse for contemplation. Through the words of Sheri Sutton, you will see that: God exists in all things God
is always faithful God's love is forever Since God is found in the ordinary as well as the extraordinary, And
So It Is can help you find God's presence in the everyday activities of your life. "Conversationally-as if over
a cup of morning coffee-Sheri Sutton reminds readers of the nearness of God, helping to open minds and
hearts to His powerful, loving presence in our day-to-day lives." -Marjorie Hodgson Parker, author of
Shaken to the Core (and Finding God's Strength)
Does God Have a Hero? - Eric McCarty 2000-06
In Does God Have A Hero? Author Eric P McCarty gently guides the reader on a inward journey to discover
his own higher wisdom. On this remarkable tour of the soul the reader will discover the joys of a life filled
with compassion,wisdom,love and light. With deep insight into the human potential for love and
kindness,the author answers "yes indeed God Does Have A Hero"! Each of us has this hero living
within,waiting to express these heroic qualities in little ways in everyday life.
Three Story Bible NLT - Tyndale 2015
The Three-Story Bible, based on Youth for Christ's Three-Story discipleship program, encourages Christian
teenagers to better understand how God's story overlaps with the story of their life and the lives of their
friends, resulting in deeper fellowship with each other and with God. It's filled with 500 Connection Point
Questions that inspire teens to read the Bible more closely and think about its application to their lives
more carefully. Over 150 “Then & Now” features weave together the stories of young people today with
Scripture in ways that equip teens to talk more openly about God and build deeper, more genuine
relationships with each other. Relevant, thought-provoking, and interactive, theThree-Story Bible invites
teens to discover where their stories and God's story intersect through relational discipleship and
engagement. The New Living Translation breathes life into even the most difficult-to-understand Bible
passages, but even more powerful are stories of how people's lives are changing as the words speak
directly to their hearts.
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